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Abstract—An n-legged inverter for driving n−1 transmitter
coils has been proposed to reduce the implementation costs of
wireless power transfer (WPT) systems for the dynamic charging
of electric vehicles (EVs). However, leakage current flowing
through uncoupled coils deteriorates system efficiency and causes
leakage electromagnetic interference (EMI). Suppression of leak-
age current by switching of legs not directly used for wireless
charging is preferable as it requires no additional components.
However, turning the unused legs off can be insufficient, while
switching them identically to adjacent legs causes large switching
losses and is potentially counterproductive. A novel switching
method of unused legs is proposed to greatly suppress leakage
current with limited losses.

Index Terms—n-legged Inverter, Wireless Charging, Leakage
Current, Output Capacitance, Dead Time, Resonant Circuit

I. INTRODUCTION

Limiting global warming to 1.5 ◦C will avoid its worst
outcomes, but will require immediate and deep emissions
reductions of greenhouse gas (GHG) across all sectors [1].
The transport sector accounted for roughly 15% of total GHG
emissions in 2019, 70% of which came from road transport,
with light-duty vehicles for passenger transport representing
the largest share. Electric vehicles (EVs) powered by low-
emissions electricity offer the most considerable decarboniza-
tion potential for such vehicles, but the limited driving distance
and long charging time limit their market appeal [2].

Dynamic wireless power transfer (DWPT) is gaining trac-
tion as a solution to both problems. Inductive DWPT sys-
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Fig. 1. A full-bridge inverter and an n-legged inverter.

tems wirelessly charge EVs while they are in motion by the
magnetic coupling of coils. DWPT would remove limitations
of EVs on driving distance, remove the need to recharge,
and allow for a lighter battery, thereby reducing the driving
resistance and hence, CO2 emissions [3].

Implementing a DWPT system with a full-bridge inverter to
drive each transmitter coil can be expensive, as the inverter is
a sizable portion of the cost [4]. Various circuit and converter
topologies have been proposed [5]–[22] to reduce the inverter
cost, such as a common full-bridge inverter driving multiple
transmitter coils connected in parallel [6]–[10]. However,
while this topology would reduce the number of switches for
n transmitter coils to 4+2n switches from the 4n switches
required for individual full-bridge inverters, it would increase
the maximum current stress on the switches by a factor of
n [16].

n-legged inverters driving n−1 transmitter coils can reduce
the number of switches for n transmitter coils to 2+2n without
increasing the maximum current or voltage stress on the
switches [19]–[22]. Fig. 1 shows a full-bridge inverter with 1
transmitter coil and an n-legged inverter with n−1 transmitter
coils. n-legged inverters consist of n half-bridge inverters,
called legs, each with a high-side switch and a low-side switch,
each called arms.

In an n-legged inverter, where the n−1 transmitter coils
are connected electrically, leakage current has been known
to flow through uncoupled coils when at least one of the
coils is wirelessly charging a receiver unit [20], [21]. Leakage
current can cause copper losses and electromagnetic interfer-
ence (EMI) [23] and therefore require suppression. In previous
research, the unused legs, e.g. the third leg from the left in
Fig. 1(b), are either switched off or switched identically to
their adjacent leg, e.g. the second leg from the left. However,
these methods are insufficient with high power output or a
large number of legs.

This article aims to eliminate leakage current without the
use of additional components. A novel switching method for
unused legs is proposed, which significantly reduces leakage
current. In the following sections, the circuit operation re-
garding the uncoupled coils and the unused legs is explained
in detail. Section II provides an explanation of the principle
of leakage current in conventional methods using a 3-legged
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Fig. 2. A wireless power transfer system with a 3-legged inverter. Only one
of the two transmitter coils is connected to a receiver coil.

inverter system as an example. Section III describes the
proposed switching method. Section IV presents and compares
experimental results with simulation results. Finally, section V
concludes the article.

II. CONVENTIONAL METHODS

Fig. 2 shows a 3-legged inverter WPT system driving 2
transmitter coils, one of which is coupled with a receiver
coil. In such systems, the inductance and the capacitance are
tuned so that they resonate at a certain frequency f , which
for this system is 85 kHz. VM1, VM2, and VM3 are the leg-
ground voltage of each leg, and V1 = VM1 − VM2 is the load
voltage while V2 = VM2 − VM3 is the voltage applied to the
uncoupled load. I1 and I2 each represent the current flowing
through coil 1, the coupled coil, and coil 2, the uncoupled
coil. The parameters of this system, measured prior to the
experiment and used in the simulation, are shown in Table
I. The parameters were measured using the Hioki IM3533
model LCR Meter. 4 S4103 SiC MOSFET SPICE models
(ROHM Co., Ltd.) were connected in parallel for each arm,
and STTH200L06TV1 SPICE models (STMicroelectronics)
were used for the rectifier.

In the 3-legged inverter shown in Fig. 2, Q1–Q4 operate like
a full-bridge inverter while Q5 and Q6 have no predetermined
behavior. In [20] and [21], Q5 and Q6 are either turned off
or switched identically to Q3 and Q4. The corresponding gate
driver outputs and the ideal voltages they apply are shown
in Fig. 3. Turning the switches off leaves V2 uncontrolled
while switching them identically to Q3 and Q4 ideally keeps
V2 at 0V, suppressing leakage current I2. However, the
experimental results from previous research suggest that these
methods are insufficient in preventing leakage current from
flowing through uncoupled coils.

Fig. 4 shows the LTspice-simulated results of load voltage
V1 and leakage current I2. The first green wave shows I2 when
Q5 and Q6 are turned off and the second green wave shows
I2 when Q5 and Q6 switch identically to Q3 and Q4. The
results suggest that with higher power output,leakage current

TABLE I
CIRCUIT PARAMETERS.

Parameter Symbol Value
DC Voltage VDC 120V

Transmitter resistance R1,R2 264mΩ, 392mΩ
Transmitter coil self-inductance L1,L2 247.5 µH, 244.6 µH

Transmitter capacitance C1,C2 14.2nF, 14.9nF
Receiver resistance Rr 77.7mΩ

Receiver coil self-inductance Lr 99.4 µH
Receiver capacitance Cr 35nF
Mutual inductance M1 21.1 µH

Battery Voltage VBatt 120V
Resonant frequency f(= ω/2π) 85 kHz
Gate drive resistance Rgd 4.7Ω

Gate ON Voltage VON 20.5V
Gate OFF Voltage VOFF −4V

Gate Driver Voltage VGi(1 ≤ i ≤ 6)
Dead time Tdt 350ns

Output Capacitance COSS 852pF
Length of full pulse TON
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Fig. 3. Gate driver outputs for Q1–Q6 and ideal voltage waveforms for V1

and V2. When Q5 and Q6 are turned off, uncoupled load voltage V2 is not
controlled.

I2 may increase enough to cause large copper loss and EMI.
We further examine the principle behind this leakage current.

A. No Switching

When a switch is turned off, it can be regarded as its output
capacitance COSS. Therefore, because Q5 and Q6 are turned
off, they can be regarded as capacitors 5 and 6. VM3 is decided
by the voltages of capacitors 5 and 6. Therefore, if we assume
I2 flows because of the difference in potential between VM2

and VM3, then I2 must charge or discharge capacitors 5 and 6,
as VM2 is decided by the switching of Q3 and Q4 and therefore
any effect of I2 on VM2 is negligible.

Fig. 5 shows leakage current I2 with leg-ground voltages
VM2 and VM3, when Q5 and Q6 are turned off. The waveforms
are divided into 2 flows to explain the corresponding current
routes, shown in Figs. 6(a)–6(b). Q5 and Q6 are replaced with
capacitors 5 and 6 for clarity. In flow 1, I2 charges capacitor 6
and discharges capacitor 5. This corresponds to VM3 increasing
during flow 1 in Fig. 5. In flow 2, the capacitors are fully
charged or discharged and I2 flows through the body diode of
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Fig. 4. Simulation results for leakage current I2 and load voltage V1. Each
waveform corresponds to when Q5 and Q6 are off or when they switch
identically to Q3 and Q4.
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Fig. 5. Simulated waveforms for I2, VM2, and VM3. 2 current flows are
shown for when I2 is positive. The same goes for when I2 is negative.

Q5. This corresponds to VM3 being slightly higher than VDC

in Fig. 5 due to the voltage drop from the body diode. The
same principle can be applied when Q4 is turned on. I2, in
this case, can therefore be understood to flow because of the
difference in potential between VM2 and VM3.
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Fig. 7. VM2 and VM3 during dead time.
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Fig. 8. RLC resonant loops that form when Q5 and Q6 switch at the same
pattern as Q3 and Q4.

B. Identical Switching

The ideal V2 shown in Fig. 3(b) is complicated by the dead
time between switch turn off and turn on, when all switches
are turned off. Dead times are put in place to prevent the
high-side switch and the low-side switch from turning on at
the same time, for device protection. During dead time, VM2

and VM3 are uncontrolled and a difference in potential can
occur. Fig. 7 shows VM2 and VM3 during the dead time from
Q4 turn-off to Q3 turn-on. VM2 increases because I1 charges
the output capacitance of Q4. VM3 does not increase because
I2 is significantly smaller than I1 and because the phase of
I2 is such that it flows through the body diode of Q6 during
dead time.

The V2 applied during dead time causes I2 to flow partly
through the RLC resonant circuits shown in Fig. 8, which
occur when either Q3 and Q5 or Q4 and Q6 are turned on
at the same time. Because L2 and C2 are tuned to resonate
at whatever frequency the circuit operates in, and R2 is
engineered to be as small as possible, the impedances of these
loops are very small. The relationship between I2 and dead
time is shown in Fig. 9, which shows the simulated RMS
values of the fundamental component of I2 with respect to
dead time. I2 increases as dead time becomes longer because
V2 increases, as explained above. This relationship holds as
long as the phase of I1 is such that VM2 increases during
dead time.

This principle suggests that shortening the dead time or
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Fig. 10. Proposed gate driver outputs. Q5 and Q6 send pulses.

causing I1 to have a large enough leading power factor to
keep VM2 from increasing would suppress I2. Although these
would work, the former is not recommended as the dead time
is necessary for device protection, and the latter would cause a
hard turn-on, which would increase switching loss and worsen
inverter efficiency.

III. PROPOSED SHORT PULSE SWITCHING

Fig. 10 shows the gate driver output of the proposed short-
pulse switching method. VG5 and VG6 each rises at the same
time as VG3 and VG4, and then falls after ∆TS seconds.
The proposed method of turning Q5 or Q6 on shortly and
then turning them off is intended to remove the causes of
I2 described in the preceding section. By turning Q5 or Q6
on shortly, it allows the current required for the charging of
the output capacitance of the opposing switch to flow through
the turned-on switch and not coil 2. By then turning them
off, it blocks the RLC resonant circuit shown in Fig. 8 from
forming. Fig. 11 shows the simulated waveform for a pulse
with ∆TS

TON
= 0.15.

The RMS values of the three methods, as well as the
copper loss and the DC/AC efficiency, are shown in Table II.
The results show that the proposed method has the smallest
value of I2 and a significantly smaller copper loss than the
conventional methods. The DC/AC efficiency is also the best
with the proposed method.
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Fig. 11. Simulation results for leakage current I2 with the proposed short-
pulse method, with a ∆TS

TON
= 0.15.

TABLE II
SIMULATION RESULTS.

Switching RMS of I2 Copper Loss DC/AC Efficiency
Off 2.67A 3.26W 99.0%

Full Pulse 388mA 64.1mW 99.1%
Pulse (proposed) 46mA 0.55mW 99.2%

IV. EXPERIMENT

The effectiveness of the proposed method was confirmed
by experiments. The circuit diagram of the experiment is
shown in Fig. 2, the parameters are shown in Table I, and
the measurement equipment and power supply are shown
in Table III. The transmitter coil and receiver coil [24] are
shown in Fig. 12, and the inverter is shown in Fig. 13. Four
parallelly connected S4103 SiC MOSFETs made by ROHM
Co., Ltd. are used for each arm. STTH200L06TV1 rectifiers
made by STMicroelectronics were used for the receiver unit.
∆TS

TON
= 0.15 was chosen for the proposed switching.

The experiment results are shown in Fig. 14. The blue
waveform shows the load voltage V1 and the following green
waveforms each correspond to when Q5 and Q6 are off,
switched identically to Q3 and Q4, and switched with the
proposed short pulses. The RMS values of I2 are shown in
Table IV. The proposed short pulse switching achieves the
smallest I2.

TABLE III
EQUIPMENT.

Equipment Model
DC Power Supply TAKASAGO ZX-S-1600MA

Control System PE-Expert4 MWPE4-RACK12 IPFPGA24
DC Battery headspring biATLAS-D
Oscilloscope Tektronix MDO34

Current Probe Tektronix TCP0020, TCP0150
Differential Probe Tektronix THDP0200



Fig. 12. Transmitter coil and Receiver coil used in the experiment.

Fig. 13. 3-legged inverter used in the experiment.

The RMS of I2 is a function of the ratio between ∆TS and
TON, ∆TS

TON
. Fig. 15 shows the experiment results of the RMS

values of I2 with respect to the ∆TS

TON
of the pulse, for ∆TS

TON
= 0

to ∆TS

TON
= 0.2. ∆TS

TON
= 0 corresponds to when Q5 and Q6 are

turned off. The results show that I2 has a minimum value at
∆TS

TON
= 0.03. The ∆TS

TON
which gives the smallest I2 depends on

the COSS of the switches, as the principle explained in Section
II-A shows.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, a novel switching method for unused legs in
n-legged inverters is proposed to suppress the leakage current
that flows through uncoupled coils. The conventional methods
of turning off the switch and switching identically to the
adjacent leg are described, and a method to suppress the
leakage current by applying a short charging pulse is proposed.
The validity of the proposed method is confirmed through
simulation and experiments.

Further research should focus on optimizing the length
of the pulse and developing control methods to constantly
minimize leakage current. The validity of the proposed method
in inverters with four or more legs also needs to be explored.
Additionally, increasing the power and reducing switching
losses remain a challenge. It is desirable to minimize accompa-
nying switching losses to be lower than the reduction in copper
losses achieved through the suppression of leakage current.

TABLE IV
EXPERIMENT RESULTS.

Switching RMS of I2
Off 642.3mA

Identical 1.075A
Pulse (proposed) 62.4mA
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Fig. 14. Experiment results of I2. I2 is the smallest with a short pulse.
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